
          SUNDAY, 10/12/23 

 

R5 PORNICHET [L-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX DE LA LUDOTHEQUE - 1700m (a1 1/16m) - ALL WEATHER - 

Handicap - Flat - EUR € 17.000  

 
1. SERENADE - A winner of a claimer on debut. Fair form since then and was not disgraced 
when fourth in a claimer last time out on this surface. Go close 

2. PEANUT ROYALE - Unreliable and was well beaten last time out but she did win her 
penultimate start. Not out of it on best form 

3. VILLEMACHO - Unreliable and has yet to win after 24 starts. Better on the turf but is capable 
of playing a minor role 

4. DAYSANIYA - Yet to win a race after six starts. Well beaten last time out and on debut this 
surface but did run well on the turf before that. Not out of it 

5. ADELA - Disappointing last run when trying the PSF. Had been doing well enough on the turf 
before that. Can upset 

6. GENNY DANCE - Yet to win after 15 starts and was well beaten on the PSF last time out. Also 
struggled on this surface once before. Others are much preferred 

7. CALEDONIA - Yet to win after five starts but is fit and in good form. First time in a handicap 
and should make a bold bid at winning 

8. COCOPICNIC - Much improved last run when fourth on the turf last time out. First time in a 
handicap and deserves some respect 

9. KENMYRA - Modest last run when ninth and struggled in two handicaps before. Tries the PSF 
and can improve but others are preferred 

10. KIM DE GAUDEL - Fair third over this distance last time out but has been modest since then. 
Seventh over this course and distance last time out and more is needed to win this race 

11. PASTEL BLUES - Not disgraced when fourth at this course in a handicap last time out. Drops 
in distance but is capable of an upset 

12. AMAYITA - Well beaten in latest start when trying a handicap but was not disgraced when 
sixth before that on this surface. Can improve but others are preferred 

Summary : CALEDONIA (7) is improving and is in good form. She can go one better on her good 
last run. SERENADE (1) has been in fair form since winning a claimer on debut and can fight out 
the finish once again. PEANUT ROYALE (2) has a winning and win her penultimate start but she 
is also unreliable. DAYSANIYA (4) has struggled twice on the PSF but deserves some respect 
based off her turf form. 

SELECTIONS 

CALEDONIA (7) - SERENADE (1) - PEANUT ROYALE (2) - DAYSANIYA (4) 



          SUNDAY, 10/12/23 

 

C2 - PRIX DE LA MEDIATHEQUE - 1700m (a1 1/16m) - ALL WEATHER - 

Condition Race - Flat - EUR € 17.000  

 
1. ROMARIN - Only fair in four starts so far. Drops in distance and tries the PSF. Could be the 
surprise package of the race 

2. HIVER LOVER - Sixth on debut and was sixth again when trying this course and distance. 
More needed to win this race 

3. LORD DU MORVAN - Well beaten on debut and did not do much better when seventh after 
returning from a break. Tries the PSF and can improve but others are preferred 

4. CALYPSO - Very consistent earlier this year but has lost his way of late. More needed to win 
but could contest the finish 

5. MERCURIO - Holding form well and deserves a change of luck and a winning turn. Runner-up 
three times already and was third over this course and distance last time out. Big chance 

6. LA BOMBASSE - Not disgraced in her first two starts over further and on the turf. Tries the 
PSF but should contest the finish 

7. LA LIONNE - Runner-up on turf debut but was a bit of a disappointment when only fourth over 
this track and trip last time out. Go close 

8. FLEUR DE SEL - Disappointing last run when tenth and has only been fair on this surface but 
was runner-up in a handicap before that. Should fight out the finish 

9. HAZELLE - Ninth on debut in March and was not disgraced when fifth last time out. Returns 
from a break and could need this run 

10. MIMI D ORES - A three-year-old filly by Birchwood out of Diagora who is making her debut. 
Watch the betting 

Summary : MERCURIO (5) has been runner-up three times in his career and is over due a first 
win. This looks a type of race he really out to win. FLEUR DE SEL (8) was runner-up in a 
handicap in her penultimate start and could bounce back to score after a disappointing last run. 
LA BOMBASSE (6) has run well twice on the turf and has a winning chance if as good on this 
surface. LA LIONNE (7) was a bit of a disappointment last time out but did better on debut and is 
not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

MERCURIO (5) - FLEUR DE SEL (8) - LA BOMBASSE (6) - LA LIONNE (7) 



          SUNDAY, 10/12/23 

 

C3 - PRIX DES MARCHES DE NOEL DE PORNICHET (PRIX MR2C) - 

1700m (a1 1/16m) - ALL WEATHER - Divised Handicap - Flat - EUR € 

19.000  

 
1. JUST IN TIME GAME - Picked up a second career win  when winning a handicap on may. Has 
struggled since then and has been modest on the PSF. Might place 

2. L'IENISSEI - Won a handicap on this surface in August but has struggled in four starts since 
then. Capable of bouncing back to score 

3. ATANASIO - Not disgraced when  fourth and has won twice this year. Better over a bit further 
but is capable of winning in this line-up 

4. MADRAS - Well beaten in a handicap on the turf last time out but did win a handicap over this 
track and trip before that. Can bounce back to score 

5. ZEYZOUN - Clearly better on the turf a and has not won for more than a year but has been 
runner-up four times this year. Has a winning chance 

6. BLACKBIRDFLY - Both wins were over this course and distance but has struggled in most of 
his runs this year. Could be the surprise package of the race 

7. LA FLACA - Picked up her only win on the turf in September. Has tended to struggle on this 
surface but deserves some respect on her good penultimate run 

8. CAP SKIRRING - Has won four times this year including a handicap last time out. Carries a 
4kg penalty but could play a minor role 

9. FIRST DREM - Very unreliable but did win a handicap on this surface in her penultimate start, 
Capable of following up if in the mood 

10. TOP GLORY - Disappointing last run when well beaten on this surface. Has been much 
better on the turf this year and is not out of it 

11. MEANDRO - Won on the turf in April but has been unreliable since then and needs to find a 
few lengths to win this race 

Summary : ZEYZOUN (5) is clearly a lot better on the turf but would not be a surprise winner on 
this surface and gets a narrow vote to score. L'IENISSEI (2) has been modest of late but did win 
on this surface in August and is capable of bouncing to score. ATANASIO (3) is better over 
further but is capable of winning this race. LA FLACA (7) has tended to struggle on this surface 
but is not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

ZEYZOUN (5) - L'IENISSEI (2) - ATANASIO (3) - LA FLACA (7) 



          SUNDAY, 10/12/23 

 

C4 - PRIX CAMILLE FLAMMARION - 1700m (a1 1/16m) - ALL WEATHER - 

Divised Handicap - Flat - EUR € 16.000  

 
1. BON ESPRIT - Has won twice on the turf this year. Not disgraced when third in a claimer over 
this track and trip last time out. Has a winning chance 

2. ROXY MUSIC - Did win over this course and distance in March. Holding form well of late and 
should fight out the finish 

3. SALSA CHIC - Won twice on the turf earlier this year and has run well on this surface before 
but has struggled of late. Can upset if at best 

4. NAVIDAD - Has yet to win a race after 39 attempts but was runner-up over this course and 
distance  earlier this year. Not out of it 

5. MISTER KOOL - Only win was in Spain and his last two starts were disappointing but will like 
this distance and could contest the finish 

6. LAKOTA SWEET - Last win was in 2021. Has struggled this year and particularly on this 
surface. Others are preferred 

7. LLOYD - Very unreliable but has won twice this year. Has won over this track and could be the 
surprise package of the race 

8. JACINTHE NOIRE - Well beaten in all three starts this year. Needs further to be seen at best 
and is likely to need this comeback run 

9. KIASTEP - Won twice on this surface last year but has struggled in five starts this year and 
others are preferred 

10. GOT FROST - On a very long losing streak and has been disappointing of late. Probably 
better on the turf and others are preferred 

11. PEYTON PLACE - Won twice over this course and distance at the beginning of the year. Has 
struggled of late and others are preferred 

Summary : BON ESPRIT (1) is probably at best on the turf but was not disgraced when third in a 
claimer over this course and distance last time out. He can win this open looking race. ROXY 
MUSIC (2) is a course and distance winner who is in good form of late and can contest the finish 
again. MISTER KOOL (5) is suited to this distance but is probably better on the grass. NAVIDAD 
(4) has run well at this course before and could break a very long losing streak. 

SELECTIONS 

BON ESPRIT (1) - ROXY MUSIC (2) - MISTER KOOL (5) - NAVIDAD (4) 



          SUNDAY, 10/12/23 

 

C5 - PRIX DES FORGES (PRIX RENCONTRE PRO PORNICHET) - 1700m 

(a1 1/16m) - ALL WEATHER - Divised Handicap - Flat - EUR € 14.000  

 
1. SPINNING MIST - Disappointing form of late but did win a handicap earlier this year off a much 
higher mark. Not out of it 

2. LE GITAN - On a very long losing streak and was well beaten in a claimer last time out but can 
be a real threat off this low mark 

3. BLACK PANTHER - Heavily raced of late and did win on the turf in August. Not disgraced 
when fourth at this course in penultimate start. Can upset 

4. THE FOOTMAN - Has yet to win a race after 22 starts and has been well tried this year. 
Capable of better and could play a minor role 

5. KENNYA - Well beaten in latest start when eleventh in a claimer at this course. Capable of 
doing better but others are preferred 

6. GARDEN CREEK - Has yet to win a race but this is his first handicap and he could show vast 
improvement off a very low handicap mark 

7. LILLY BIRD - Heavily raced of late and did win on the turf in October. Fourth on the PSF last 
time out and has a winning chance 

8. CALY ROSAY - On a very long losing run and has been struggling of late but is quite capable 
of winning if showing her best side 

9. SORRENZA - Has yet to win after 59 starts and was well beaten in last two starts but is 
capable of winning a very weak race like this. Consider 

10. HUDA - Won a handicap off this mark on the turf in May but has struggled since then. Eighth 
in a handicap last time out  and could play a minor role 

Summary : A very weak race and i would advise not to dismiss any one of them from winning. 
LILLY BIRD (7) won on the turf in October and has a winning chance in this line-up. LE GITAN (2) 
is  on a very long losing streak but should be a threat off this very low mark. GARDEN CREEK (6) 
tris a handicap for the first time and could be ready for this race. SPINNING MIST (1) has been 
struggling of late but did win a handicap earlier this year off a much higher mark. 

SELECTIONS 

LILLY BIRD (7) - LE GITAN (2) - GARDEN CREEK (6) - SPINNING MIST (1) 



          SUNDAY, 10/12/23 

 

C6 - PRIX QUAI DES ARTS (PRIX MOULIN DE ROCHEFORT) - 3100m (a1 

15/16m) - ALL WEATHER - Handicap - Flat - EUR € 17.000  

 
1. LUIGI ANTINORI - Won on French debut but has been a disappointment since then. Could 
improve on this surface and has a place chance 

2. PRINCESSE DU LYS - Eighth on handicap debut when trying this surface last time out. Was 
improving before that on the turf. Can upset 

3. BRAMESHOT - Cracked a first win in a claimer over a similar distance on the turf last time out. 
Not out of it 

4. LADIVA - Only win was a claimer in May on the turf. First time on this surface and is not out of 
it 

5. DARK EMERY - On win was a claimer on the turf in April. Runner up over a similar distance in 
a claimer last time out and can go one better this time 

6. ZEPHYR DE LA MARE - Has yet to win a race but did well to be third in a handicap over this 
track and trip last time out. Go closer this time 

7. MEHGAWAY - Sixth in a handicap last time out but has yet to win a race. Has been runner-up 
three times and is capable earning some money 

8. KORA NORDIK - Not disgraced when fourth over this course and distance in a handicap last 
time out. In good form on the turf before that and should fight out the finish 

9. DIVA DE JUILLEY - Third on the turf over this distance in her penultimate start but was only 
sixth over this course and distance last time out. Place chance 

10. VERY GOOD BOY - Has yet to win a race and was disappointing last time out when trying 
the PSF. Capable of better but is best watched this time 

11. MA BEREZINA - Has yet to win a race. fair fourth on debut but has struggled since. Tries the 
PSF and can improve but others are preferred 

Summary : DARK EMERY (5) was runner-up over a similar distance on the turf last time out and 
can win if showing that level of form on the PSF this time. ZEPHYR DE LA MARE (6) and KORA 
NORDIK (8) were both not disgraced over this course and distance last time out and both shoudl 
not be far from the finish this time around. BRAMESHOT (3) is comign off a fair win and is clearly 
not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

DARK EMERY (5) - ZEPHYR DE LA MARE (6) - KORA NORDIK (8) - BRAMESHOT (3) 



          SUNDAY, 10/12/23 

 

C7 - PRIX DU BOIS JOLI (PRIX FRANCE SIRE) - 2400m (a1 1/2m) - ALL 

WEATHER - Condition Race - Flat - EUR € 15.000  

 
1. ILLUSTRE BERE - Disappointing last run when seventh in a handicap last time out. Was in 
good form before that and has a place chance 

2. CRISALSA - Unreliable and has won twice this year. Fair third in a handicap on this course 
last time out and is not out of it 

3. VIS LE REVE - Won twice on the turf this year and twice on the PSF last year. Runner-up  last 
time out over 1900m and could like this longer distance. Big chance 

4. DEPUTY RULER - Disappointing last two runs. Will prefer this longer distance trying the PSF 
for the first time. Respect 

5. KHAZAR LISES - Returns from a couple of jumps races. Fifth in a hurdle race last time out but 
did win twice at this course early this year on the flat. Has a winning chance 

6. BLUEBERRY HILL - On win was in the UK last year. Consistent of late but needs to prove 
himself in France 

7. INCA MAN - Last win was on the turf and does appear better on that surface. Has struggled on 
the PSF in last two starts and others are preferred 

8. PRINCESS ANNE - Both wins have been over a much longer distance and is clearly better 
over further but has a winning chance in this line-up 

9. DREAMBATH - A four-year-old filly by Bathyrhon out of Dreaming Of You who is making her 
debut. Watch the betting 

10. FOLLOW ME LAKSHMI - A eight-year-old mare by Nicobar out of Topdemai who is making 
her debut. Watch the betting 

Summary : VIS LE REVE (3) has been in good form of late and is proven on this surface. He 
should make a bold bid at winning. PRINCESS ANNE (8) would be better suited to a longer 
distance but will be doing her best work late and is not out of it. DEPUTY RULER (4) has been 
disappointing of late but could like this surface and will prefer this distance so could be a threat. 
KHAZAR LISES (5) won twice at this course early this year and is another possible winner. 

SELECTIONS 

VIS LE REVE (3) - PRINCESS ANNE (8) - DEPUTY RULER (4) - KHAZAR LISES (5) 



          SUNDAY, 10/12/23 

 

C8 - PRIX DE L'HOTEL DE VILLE (PRIX ROGER GROSSOUARD) - 2400m 

(a1 1/2m) - ALL WEATHER - Condition Race - Flat - EUR € 17.500  

 
1. KADOR DE ROCHAUDE - Unreliable and was a bit of a disappointment when fifth last time 
out. Won over this distance in penultimate and is not out of it 

2. KEL ESPOIR EN JEU - Very consistent so far and has not done much wrong over further. 
Drops in distance and tries the PSF but deserves the utmost respect 

3. KANADA DENUO - Won well on debut over a similar distance but was disappointing in fifth 
last time out. Returns from a break and may need this run 

4. KIRSEINEKO - Disappointing last run when seventh. Has been runner-up twice on the turf 
over this distance and has a winning chance 

5. KARACENE - Yet to win a race and was only modest when sixth last time out. Has been 
runner-up three times earlier this year and has a place chance 

6. KEEP TIME TO STORM - Well beaten on debut over further last month. Drops in distance and 
tries the PSF. Others are preferred 

7. KOEUR DE LION - A three-year-old gelding by Barastraight out of Acqua Luna who is making 
his debut. Watch the betting 

8. KOZAK - Fourth over this distance on debut. Did not repeat that run when seventh after a 
short break. Capable of playing a minor role 

9. KLYPSO DES VALLEES - A three-year-old colt by Pomellato out of Vougeot who is making 
his debut. Watch the betting 

10. KELLY GRACE - Fourth on debut on the turf earlier this month. Can do even better this time 
trying the PSF. Big winning chance 

11. KAHINA RIUS TAVEL - Well beaten in both starts over a similar distance on the turf. Tries 
the PSF but others are preferred 

Summary : KELLY GRACE (10) showed promise when fourth on debut. She tries the PSF this 
time but can take out the lucky last race. KEL ESPOIR EN JEU (2) has done well in three starts 
over further and deserves the utmost respect in this line-up. KADOR DE ROCHAUDE (1) won 
over this distance in the penultimate start and can bounce back to score. KIRSEINEKO (4) is 
distance suited and not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 

KELLY GRACE (10) - KEL ESPOIR EN JEU (2) - KADOR DE ROCHAUDE (1) - 

KIRSEINEKO (4) 

 


